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NASA has requested the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine to 
investigate and recommend best practices for NASA as the Science Mission Directorate
considers whether to establish an open code policy.  One set of stakeholders are scientists 
working at NASA centers.

As a civil servant scientist working on NASA-funded research at a NASA center, I wanted to 
share my recent experience releasing a JWST user tool as open-source software. This is a 
cautionary tale of how bureaucracy can undermine the goal of “broad and prompt dissemination 
of knowledge and techniques” described in the Space Act of 1958 that founded NASA.

In June 2017, I wrote a simple tool, the “JWST Background Tool” or JBT.  It is written in python, 
has 217 lines of code (excluding comments and whitespace), runs on the command line, and 
accesses a public database.  Its inputs are sky coordinates and wavelength; its output is the sky 
brightness as seen by JWST at that position and wavelength, as a function of date.  As such, 
the tool helps users understand the time-variable JWST backgrounds, and schedule their 
observations at times when the background is low.

To release the tool to the public, here is the paperwork that NASA Goddard required:
#N_pages Description
6  New Technology Report (NTR) disclosure form
4 Software Partnership application
7 patent office forms
2 global concerns and DAA form
9 request authorization form
5 7150.2B compliance form
1 508 compliance
4 copies of open-source licenses for libraries (numpy, matplotlib, healpy)
Total = 38 pages

The process took five months and 38 pages of paperwork — to release 217 lines of non-
sensitive code.  By contrast, if I had released my code as formatted text in a journal article, I 
believe it would have required is a 1-page Document Availability Authorization (DAA) form. 

I have spoken with representatives from the GSFC software office and GSFC patent office, to 
ask why this process is so complex.  One problem is that NASA Goddard appears not to have 
a“de minimus” method to release simple, non-sensitive code — the process appears the same 
as for a large analysis package.   Second, the software release process is controlled by NASA 
procedure NPR 2210.1, which to me seems overly burdensome for the sorts of non-sensitive, 
non-ITAR code that a scientist writes to analyze data about stars and galaxies. I suspect that 
NPR 2210.1 may discourage those NASA scientists who are aware of it from releasing their 
data analysis code.

I encourage the committee, as part of considering a NASA “open code” policy, to do the 
following:  urge NASA to reform its processes and update NPR 2210.1, to expedite the 
release of non-sensitive code by NASA scientists.  NASA scientists should be able to 



release their code using a one-page form, equivalent to the eDAA form used to submit a paper 
to a scientific journal or publish a webpage.

Releasing scientific analysis code can serve the public interest, by encouraging 
reproducibility and transparency, and by making available the results of government-funded 
research.  However, the flip side is that NASA needs to make smoother the process by which its 
own scientists release their code.  

Figure 1: Sample output from the author’s JWST Background Tool (JBT): the brightness of the 
sky as seen by JWST, for a sample sky position and wavelength, as a function of calendar day.  
Getting the tool released through NASA Goddard’s software release process took 5 months and 
38 pages of paperwork.  The tool is available at  https://github.com/spacetelescope/
jwst_backgrounds


